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WSI Executive Summary

ROAD MAP TO A SUCCESSFUL
DIGITAL JOURNEY FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Road Map: Discovery & Analysis
Fundamentals always come first! So the initial steps to
building a successful digital marketing framework are
discovery and analysis. Your team should focus on laying
the groundwork and set your targets, strategies and
tactics! Learn the ins and outs of your competitors, your
customers, and your prospects! In other words,
concentrate on your competitor analysis, market
segmentation, and persona development!

Everyone should get to
know the digital royal
family: content is king,
advertising is queen,
mobile is prince, social
is princess!
- Husam Jandal, WSI

Road Map: Build & Implement
This is the fun part! Steps three and four to your digital marketing framework are to build
and implement. Plan out every detail from the resources you will use, to the budget you
have at your disposal, and the frequency and allocation of your online campaigns. Your
team will have a much easier time creating your digital assets. Then once you’re ready to
implement, schedule your business’ online activities. Before you know it, it’s time for
your digital launch.

Road Map: Measure & Manage Results
Now that your digital properties have been launched and your business is actively
participating on the Internet, you’re ready to measure and manage results. This is when
you get to monitor the online buzz around your brand! Your metrics are the key to
learning how successful your campaigns are and whether you’ve reached your goals. As
long as you actively watch your online metrics, your team can always adapt and improve
your digital assets along the way.

About WSI – we simplify the Internet:
WSI is the world leader in Internet marketing, Internet consultancy and Internet
development services worldwide. By using innovative Internet technologies and advanced
digital marketing strategies, businesses can have a WSI Digital Marketing Solution tailored
to their individual needs to elevate their Internet presence and profitability to new levels.
For more information about the Digital Marketing tactics presented in this webinar please
contact your WSI Consultant or email us at: webinars@getwsipowered.com .

